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Whether a tight budget is from adversity or because of a goal, there are times in everyone’s life
when the grocery budget is constricted. That’s when the homemaker’s art of preparing budget-
wise meals can make the real difference between merely tightening one’s belt and enjoying
tasty, delicious and filling meals that don’t make your budget sputter.40 days of dishes, from
delicious desserts to economical main dishes are included, right down to the menu. There is a
section on calculating costs for a single serving as well as the entire dish too! Learn how to be
the Queen of Mean on unnecessary spending at the grocery store with this handy cookbook
with ideas that everyone can use to help keep food costs under control, even when faced with
inflation at the grocery store, with realistic hints, ideas, and recipes too.

About the AuthorGia Scott was born, just like everyone else, but she also was born to a family
that included politicians, used car dealers, and horse traders. Along with that illustrious lineage,
she was related to vaudeville performers, horse trainers, cowboys, entrepreneurs, teachers, and
preachers. With such diversity surrounding her from childhood, she still managed to grow up and
develop a deep love of books. It was only natural that along the way, she would write them too.
The Survivors: The Time of Chaos is her first published book. More will undoubtedly follow.
Today, after many incarnations along the way, Gia Scott lives in Mississippi with her husband,
three dogs, and two cats in a funny little house surrounded by very big and gnarly trees. Having
reached that age of privilege, she can often be found in her garden, wearing peculiar clothes
and tending her plants. When she can talk her husband into it, they enjoy going for road trips,
looking for the elusive town of New Hope. In between road trips and gardening, she manages to
fit in an internet radio talk show called the Dawn of Shades, interviewing a variety of people,
including other authors, and promoting causes dear to her heart. In addition to all of that, she
does maintain blogs on general topics, cooking & food, and camping, emergency preparedness
& outdoors activities. She also helps with content for websites. --This text refers to the
paperback edition.
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The Poverty Perspective Cookbook: Recipes for Rock Bottom Budgets ©Gia Scott 2013Kindle
Edition October 4, 2013This book contains material protected under International and Federal
Copyright Laws and Treaties.Any unauthorized reprint or use of this material is prohibited.No
part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system without express written permission from the author.Whether a tight budget is from
adversity or because of a goal, there are times in everyone’s life when the grocery budget is
constricted. That’s when the homemaker’s art of preparing budget-wise meals can make the
real difference between merely tightening one’s belt and enjoying tasty, delicious and filling
meals that don’t make your budget sputter.40 days of dishes, from delicious desserts to
economical main dishes are included, right down to the menu. There is a section on calculating
costs for a single serving as well as the entire dish too! Learn how to be the Queen of Mean on
unnecessary spending at the grocery store with this handy cookbook with ideas that everyone
can use to help keep food costs under control, even when faced with inflation at the grocery
store, with realistic hints, ideas, and recipes too.Table of ContentsWhy use poverty recipes?
Calculating costSoupsBreadsVegetablesMeatsEggsDairyRiceBeansMenusShopping
HintsRecipesBaking Powder BiscuitsBasic White BreadBeef ‘n BeansBlackeyed Peas & Ham
HocksBrussels sprouts and potatoes with cheeseButtermilk Hush PuppiesCabbage &
PorkChicken & Corn ChowderChicken JambalayaChicken Noodle SoupChicken Ramen
SoupChiliChili Ramen DeluxeCornbreadCornmeal MushCowboy PieCreamy grits with corn and
smoked sausageCreamed Ham & EggsCreamy Cole SlawDinner RollsDrop
BiscuitsFocacciaFry BreadGia's Bean SaladGravy and BiscuitsHam ChowderHashHomemade
Basic Macaroni and CheeseHungarian style cabbage & noodlesHungarian-Style ChickenItalian
Baked ChickenKitchen Sink Pasta SaladMedium White SauceNavajo TacosOld Fashioned
Potato SoupOnion FrittersPancakesPasta Vegetable CasserolePork chops with potatoes,
mushrooms and onionsPork Pot Roast with Brown GravyRed Beans & RiceRustic
RadiatoreSkillet Corn CakesSkillet ScrambleSpanish RiceSpinach & Sausage QuicheSpoon
DumplingsSwedish Meatballs and RiceTamale PieTater puff casseroleTraditional White
BreadTuna Noodle CasseroleVegetable Beef SoupVegetarian Lentil SoupVegetable Ramen
SoupWhite Bean SoupWhole Wheat BreadDessertsA little bit of crazy cakeApple TacosCarrot
CakeChocolate CakeChocolate CobblerCream Cheese FrostingEasy Freezer SherbetID-10-T
CakeMinute Fudge IcingPeanut Butter PuddingPenuche FrostingPenuche Frosting IIPo’folks
Bananas Foster CrispRaisin Spice CakeSimple White CakeSpice CakeStreusel Coffee
CakeVanilla Butter Cream FrostingWarm Buttermilk Custard Apple PieAbout the
AuthorLinks Why use poverty recipes?Often, the only place a family can tighten their budget is
the in the food category. Even with the SNAP program, the daily food allotment is just over $6
per day per person. Special diets, holiday foods, celebration meals, and even restocking of
pantry items such as staples and spices can devastate that budget quickly. There is no room for
error when each penny counts towards consuming that inflexible food budget.Each recipe



featured in this cookbook is designed for the very tight budget. There are no elaborate recipes
featuring exotic ingredients. Many take very little time to prepare, and others are great for putting
in a slow cooker or a stock pot set on low on the stove.Calculating costIt may seem simple to
calculate the cost of a single serving of a meal, but it can get more complicated than you realize.
If you are really trying to get a handle on the cost per serving of a meal, each ingredient requires
calculation. There are only two ingredients that have costs that are low enough to ignore: water
and salt. Calculating the cost of preparation and cooking is extremely complicated, so we won’t
try to calculate those costs.Ingredients are divided into roughly two categories—those that are
used as a whole in a single meal and those that are used in multiple meals. We will use an
example of Baking Powder Biscuits to calculate the cost per biscuit and per serving.Flour has 18
cups in a 5 pound bag. Sugar, on the other hand, only has 2 cups per pound. Shortening is also
roughly 2 cups per pound. Rumford® baking powder has about 47 ¾ tsp. of baking powder in
an 8.1 oz. can. A gallon of milk contains 16 cups of milk. A cup contains 16 tablespoons.So with
those figures, for ease of calculation, we’ll convert the whole thing to decimals, and assign a
cost to the ingredient.Flour, a 5# bag costs $3.10 and we are using 2 cups. So, we’ll divide the
18 cups into the cost, and then multiply it times the number of cups we are actually using. $3.10
÷ 18 = 0.17222x2 = $0.344Baking powder, 8.1 oz. costs $2.98 and we are using 3 teaspoons.
$2.98 ÷ 47.75 = $0.06 x 3=$0.18.Shortening, 3# can costs $4.98 and we are using 6 tbsp. $4.98
÷ 6 (cups) = $0.83 per cup. Cost per tablespoon is roughly $0.05 x 6 = $0.30.Milk, 1 gallon costs
$4.75 and we are using 2/3 of a cup. Cost per cup is $4.75 ÷ 16 = $0.30. Our 2/3 cup will cost
$0.20.So the cost of an entire batch of biscuits is about $0.34+ 0.18+ 0.30 + 0.20 = $1.02. The
recipe makes 12 biscuits, so our cost per biscuit is 8 ½ cents each.BUT…The biscuits were
eaten with butter and jam!

Rustic RadiatoreSkillet Corn CakesSkillet ScrambleSpanish RiceSpinach & Sausage
QuicheSpoon DumplingsSwedish Meatballs and RiceTamale PieTater puff casseroleTraditional
White BreadTuna Noodle CasseroleVegetable Beef SoupVegetarian Lentil SoupVegetable
Ramen SoupWhite Bean SoupWhole Wheat BreadDessertsA little bit of crazy cakeApple
TacosCarrot CakeChocolate CakeChocolate CobblerCream Cheese FrostingEasy Freezer
SherbetID-10-T CakeMinute Fudge IcingPeanut Butter PuddingPenuche FrostingPenuche
Frosting IIPo’folks Bananas Foster CrispRaisin Spice CakeSimple White CakeSpice
CakeStreusel Coffee CakeVanilla Butter Cream FrostingWarm Buttermilk Custard Apple
PieAbout the AuthorLinks Why use poverty recipes?Often, the only place a family can tighten
their budget is the in the food category. Even with the SNAP program, the daily food allotment is
just over $6 per day per person. Special diets, holiday foods, celebration meals, and even
restocking of pantry items such as staples and spices can devastate that budget quickly. There
is no room for error when each penny counts towards consuming that inflexible food
budget.Each recipe featured in this cookbook is designed for the very tight budget. There are no
elaborate recipes featuring exotic ingredients. Many take very little time to prepare, and others



are great for putting in a slow cooker or a stock pot set on low on the stove.Calculating costIt
may seem simple to calculate the cost of a single serving of a meal, but it can get more
complicated than you realize. If you are really trying to get a handle on the cost per serving of a
meal, each ingredient requires calculation. There are only two ingredients that have costs that
are low enough to ignore: water and salt. Calculating the cost of preparation and cooking is
extremely complicated, so we won’t try to calculate those costs.Ingredients are divided into
roughly two categories—those that are used as a whole in a single meal and those that are used
in multiple meals. We will use an example of Baking Powder Biscuits to calculate the cost per
biscuit and per serving.Flour has 18 cups in a 5 pound bag. Sugar, on the other hand, only has
2 cups per pound. Shortening is also roughly 2 cups per pound. Rumford® baking powder has
about 47 ¾ tsp. of baking powder in an 8.1 oz. can. A gallon of milk contains 16 cups of milk. A
cup contains 16 tablespoons.So with those figures, for ease of calculation, we’ll convert the
whole thing to decimals, and assign a cost to the ingredient.Flour, a 5# bag costs $3.10 and we
are using 2 cups. So, we’ll divide the 18 cups into the cost, and then multiply it times the number
of cups we are actually using. $3.10 ÷ 18 = 0.17222x2 = $0.344Baking powder, 8.1 oz. costs
$2.98 and we are using 3 teaspoons. $2.98 ÷ 47.75 = $0.06 x 3=$0.18.Shortening, 3# can
costs $4.98 and we are using 6 tbsp. $4.98 ÷ 6 (cups) = $0.83 per cup. Cost per tablespoon is
roughly $0.05 x 6 = $0.30.Milk, 1 gallon costs $4.75 and we are using 2/3 of a cup. Cost per cup
is $4.75 ÷ 16 = $0.30. Our 2/3 cup will cost $0.20.So the cost of an entire batch of biscuits is
about $0.34+ 0.18+ 0.30 + 0.20 = $1.02. The recipe makes 12 biscuits, so our cost per biscuit is
8 ½ cents each.BUT…The biscuits were eaten with butter and jam!Each pat of butter actually
cost an additional $0.11 (if butter was $3.75 per pound) and each spoonful of jam cost $0.12 (if
jam was $3.75 for a pint of jam) bringing the cost per biscuit up (0.085 + 0.11 + 0.12 = 31.5) to
31 ½ cents per biscuit. In addition, each person ate 2 biscuits, not 1. So, the actual cost per
serving was 63 cents per person (You might see costs referenced as @ $0.63 or $0.63 ea.).

Rustic RadiatoreSkillet Corn CakesSkillet ScrambleSpanish RiceSpinach & Sausage
QuicheSpoon DumplingsSwedish Meatballs and RiceTamale PieTater puff casseroleTraditional
White BreadTuna Noodle CasseroleVegetable Beef SoupVegetarian Lentil SoupVegetable
Ramen SoupWhite Bean SoupWhole Wheat BreadDessertsA little bit of crazy cakeApple
TacosCarrot CakeChocolate CakeChocolate CobblerCream Cheese FrostingEasy Freezer
SherbetID-10-T CakeMinute Fudge IcingPeanut Butter PuddingPenuche FrostingPenuche
Frosting IIPo’folks Bananas Foster CrispRaisin Spice CakeSimple White CakeSpice
CakeStreusel Coffee CakeVanilla Butter Cream FrostingWarm Buttermilk Custard Apple
PieAbout the AuthorLinks Why use poverty recipes?Often, the only place a family can tighten
their budget is the in the food category. Even with the SNAP program, the daily food allotment is
just over $6 per day per person. Special diets, holiday foods, celebration meals, and even
restocking of pantry items such as staples and spices can devastate that budget quickly. There
is no room for error when each penny counts towards consuming that inflexible food



budget.Each recipe featured in this cookbook is designed for the very tight budget. There are no
elaborate recipes featuring exotic ingredients. Many take very little time to prepare, and others
are great for putting in a slow cooker or a stock pot set on low on the stove.Calculating costIt
may seem simple to calculate the cost of a single serving of a meal, but it can get more
complicated than you realize. If you are really trying to get a handle on the cost per serving of a
meal, each ingredient requires calculation. There are only two ingredients that have costs that
are low enough to ignore: water and salt. Calculating the cost of preparation and cooking is
extremely complicated, so we won’t try to calculate those costs.Ingredients are divided into
roughly two categories—those that are used as a whole in a single meal and those that are used
in multiple meals. We will use an example of Baking Powder Biscuits to calculate the cost per
biscuit and per serving.Flour has 18 cups in a 5 pound bag. Sugar, on the other hand, only has
2 cups per pound. Shortening is also roughly 2 cups per pound. Rumford® baking powder has
about 47 ¾ tsp. of baking powder in an 8.1 oz. can. A gallon of milk contains 16 cups of milk. A
cup contains 16 tablespoons.So with those figures, for ease of calculation, we’ll convert the
whole thing to decimals, and assign a cost to the ingredient.Flour, a 5# bag costs $3.10 and we
are using 2 cups. So, we’ll divide the 18 cups into the cost, and then multiply it times the number
of cups we are actually using. $3.10 ÷ 18 = 0.17222x2 = $0.344Baking powder, 8.1 oz. costs
$2.98 and we are using 3 teaspoons. $2.98 ÷ 47.75 = $0.06 x 3=$0.18.Shortening, 3# can
costs $4.98 and we are using 6 tbsp. $4.98 ÷ 6 (cups) = $0.83 per cup. Cost per tablespoon is
roughly $0.05 x 6 = $0.30.Milk, 1 gallon costs $4.75 and we are using 2/3 of a cup. Cost per cup
is $4.75 ÷ 16 = $0.30. Our 2/3 cup will cost $0.20.So the cost of an entire batch of biscuits is
about $0.34+ 0.18+ 0.30 + 0.20 = $1.02. The recipe makes 12 biscuits, so our cost per biscuit is
8 ½ cents each.BUT…The biscuits were eaten with butter and jam!Each pat of butter actually
cost an additional $0.11 (if butter was $3.75 per pound) and each spoonful of jam cost $0.12 (if
jam was $3.75 for a pint of jam) bringing the cost per biscuit up (0.085 + 0.11 + 0.12 = 31.5) to
31 ½ cents per biscuit. In addition, each person ate 2 biscuits, not 1. So, the actual cost per
serving was 63 cents per person (You might see costs referenced as @ $0.63 or $0.63 ea.).Most
people don’t actually calculate the cost per person for an item served at a meal. It’s too much
effort for them, and they let institutions and corporations calculate things there, omitting that
detail at home. Is it a good idea? Only if you really want to know how different dishes stack up
against each other in terms of economics. For many people, calculating the cost per meal is
definitive enough. Others find the cost per week is sufficient.Calculations can get much more
difficult when calculating the costs of such items as herbs and spices too, and yet they have a
definite cost when the container of spices or herbs is purchased. Herbs and spices can vary
considerably in terms of price, according to quantity in the container, quality of spice, particular
spice (certain spices are more expensive, such as saffron and cloves) and even the time of year
it is purchased. They also do not keep forever, having a shelf life of 6-12 months before quality
begins to deteriorate. Under less than ideal circumstances, their shelf life will deteriorate even
faster, so always store your spices in a cool, dry, and dark place NOT over your oven or



stove.Keeping track of how much you spend and what you spend it on, versus what you make
using the item(s) is a good start to ensuring that you stay within your budget, even when your
family economy begins to grow and the budget is not as tight. No one wants to waste money or
spend it unnecessarily. Saving even $5 per week by reducing waste can save a family $260
during the course of a year! SoupsSoups are really economical and work well for creating the
sensation of well-being, which is a huge asset when you are on a very tight food budget. In
addition, unlike many foods used in this economic type of cooking, it tends to be a bit healthier.
It’s also an easy way to deliver an appropriate amount of protein while sticking to the
budget.BreadsIt is debatable on whether or not money is saved by baking your own bread.
Between the ingredients and the cost of actually baking it, cheap mass-produced bread is likely
cheaper than that made at home. In terms of quality, however, homemade bread compares
favorably with good quality bread in terms of price. Homemade quick breads, such as biscuits
and cornbread, are definitely much less expensive when they are made from scratch. Avoid the
mixes, as these are an expensive way to produce them.Bread is also the “staff of life.” Whether it
is made from wheat flour or cornmeal, it also contributes immensely to the sensation of well-
being, and that is very important when faced with the poverty level of food
budget.VegetablesWhile vegetables are cheaper than meat usually, they are also an expensive
item to purchase. For convenience of storage, frozen or canned vegetables may be your best
bet if there is no local source such as your own garden or a farmer’s market for these items.
Paying attention to what is in season and on sale is also important. Buying limp, wrinkled, aged,
or old fresh vegetables is going to deliver far less in terms of nutrition than buying vegetables in
cans or the freezer case.MeatsMeat is expensive, and anyone who does grocery shopping
knows this well. It also varies considerably by region. Seafood, pork, beef, turkey and chicken
are usually among the cheapest meats nationwide, and usually two or three of these are
noticeably lower in cost than the others, depending on what part of the country you live in.The
more processed any meat has been, the less healthy and the more expensive it is. Hot dog,
when compared to cuts of other meat, is very expensive per pound. Sandwich meats such as
bologna and chopped ham often cost more than beef steak. These processed meats contain
excessive amounts of sodium and fat as well. Avoiding their purchase as much as possible is
important, although they can be useful in some cases because of their ease of use, pre-
portioned nature, and the relatively inexpensive nature of buying a 12 oz. package.EggsEggs
are a good choice for protein. They are pre-portioned for serving size, easy to cook, easy to eat,
and versatile too. They are also used in a variety of baked goods, from custards to quick
breads. Remember, recipes always use large eggs to calculate the ingredients. If other sizes are
used, make sure that ¼ c. of egg is used for each egg called for in the recipe.DairyMilk is
expensive, but it is also a good source of calcium, as well as protein. Cheeses are also not
inexpensive, along with yogurt, sour cream, and even half and half for your morning coffee.
Used in moderate amounts, dairy products should remain part of your food purchases and
recipes.RiceWhite rice isn’t the most nutritionally packed food in the world, but it is one of the



world’s staples. It’s also relatively inexpensive, filling, and adaptable. It works for a breakfast
cereal as well as a dinner staple. Try using some brown rice, even if it is new to your family, for
its additional nutritional content and to add some variety to your diet. Avoid the use of “instant”
rice, boil-in-pouch, and converted rice, as these forms are much more expensive.BeansThey are
protein rich, and are genuinely good for you. They are also relatively inexpensive when bought
as dry beans and cooked at home. They are more time consuming than some other foods, but
they also do well in a slow cooker. Use them frequently! MenusHere is a list of suggested
combinations, but remember that none of these are set in stone. Adapt the menus to suit your
family and schedule.1-Beef ‘n Beans, cornbread, spice cake with penuche frosting2-Navajo
tacos, fry bread3-Brussels sprouts and potatoes with cheese, basic white bread, ID-10-T cake4-
Chicken & Corn Chowder, dinner rolls5-Blackeyed Peas & ham hocks, cornbread, chocolate
cake6-Chili, cornbread7-Chicken noodle soup, biscuits, simple white cake8-Vegetable Ramen
Soup, apple tacos9-Creamed ham & eggs, biscuits10-Bean Salad, Homemade basic macaroni
& cheese, A Little Bit of Crazy Cake11-Ham Chowder, whole wheat bread, simple white cake
with vanilla butter cream frosting12-cole slaw, Italian Baked Chicken, focaccia13-Old Fashioned
Potato Soup, cornbread, carrot cake with cream cheese frosting14-Vegetarian Lentil Soup,
skillet corn cakes15-Vegetable Beef Soup, dinner rolls16-Tuna Noodle Casserole, easy freezer
sherbet17-Tater Puff Casserole, dinner rolls18-Tamale Pie, warm buttermilk custard apple pie19-
Swedish Meatballs & Rice, dinner rolls, po’folks bananas foster crisp20-Spinach & Sausage
Quiche, bean salad, apple tacos21-Rustic Radiatore, focaccia22-Red Beans & Rice, basic white
bread, raisin spice cake23-Pork Pot Roast with Brown Gravy, dinner rolls, creamy cole slaw24-
Kitchen Sink Pasta Salad, bean salad, cole slaw, dinner rolls25-Hash, biscuits, streusel coffee
cake26-Hungarian Style Chicken, spoon dumplings, Traditional White bread27-Skillet scramble,
biscuits, peanut butter pudding28-White Bean Soup, cornbread29-Hungarian Style Cabbage &
Noodles, bean salad30-Creamy Grits with Smoked Sausage, buttermilk hush puppies, spice
cake31-Chicken Noodle Soup, dinner rolls32-Chili ramen, corn skillet cakes33-Pasta Vegetable
Casserole, focaccia34-Chicken ramen soup, biscuits35-Cowboy Pie36-Cabbage & Pork,
traditional white bread, warm buttermilk custard apple pie37-Spanish Rice, a little bit crazy
cake38-Pork Chops with Potatoes and Onions, simple white cake39-Gravy & Biscuits, chocolate
cake with fudge frosting40-Jambalaya, dinner rolls, chocolate cobbler Shopping HintsGoing
shopping is like guerilla warfare for homemakers. It’s serious stuff, but that does not mean it
needs to be a miserable experience. Here are some hints that experience has taught me.Bigger
packages does not necessarily equate to smaller cost per unit. Often, these bigger packages,
whether it is for laundry soap, pet food, or people food are often charging more per ounce,
pound, cup, load or serving size than the “regular” size does. Compare prices before
committing, and then don’t try to save that ½ cent per unit but be forced to buy a six month
supply to save that micro amount.Bulk purchases CAN save money too. Buying small envelopes
of yeast is fine if you bake bread once in a six month period. It isn’t fine if you bake bread once a
week though. For frequent baking, buy your yeast in more appropriate packaging—I buy a one



pound “brick” of yeast at a time, which is about a six month supply. Spices are another item that
varies considerably in one area (or even neighboring towns sometimes) in price. In my own
community, it took considerable comparison over time because I coordinated my comparison
shopping with my regular shopping, but I now know which store offers the most in terms of
variety and price.Don’t go sale hopping from one store to another. It wastes gas, and that costs
plenty these days and you rarely will save enough to compensate. Establish a routine of when
you shop and run errands. Since I do those errands twice a week, I can reasonably expect to
pick up perishables, as well as any desired sale items, at 2 stores during the week. This
coordination reduces the frequency anyone walks into the store, as well as temptation for the
most lethal of all sales gimmicks: the impulse purchase. Impulse purchases can quickly kill a
grocery budget, especially when going into the store while hungry.Avoid snack food purchases.
These are very expensive items, and deliver little in terms of nutrition along the way. They are
also typically high in carbohydrates and sodium, which are already often too high when on a
very strict budget.Plan your menu, and write your shopping list down. This prevents discovering
that you are out of something at a critical moment, and allows you to preplan your shopping
better. Stocking up on essentials when they are on sale is a good idea too, when adding a few
extras to your shopping list is not going to affect your budget adversely.Use coupons, but only for
foods you normally purchase. Getting a few cents off on an item that costs more than the
product you typically use is not going to help your budget. Beware of sales gimmicks such as
“buy one, get one FREE”. Compare actual costs to see if there is a sale at all—often an item
that normally sells for $2 will be offered for the BOGO sale at 2 for only $4. There is no savings,
and no sense in making the purchase at all! The same tactic is often seen with “Buy 5 for
$19.95” sales, typically only saving the shopper less than $1 on five different item, or about
twenty cents off per item. Another sales gimmick used is “cost plus 10%”. Paying attention to
the actual cost, which includes the 10% they tack on at the register, is important to understand
exactly how much you are paying for an item. Sometimes, there is no savings at all, and it can
also mean that the item is more expensive than it would be at a more convenient grocery store
that does not use such tricky pricing.
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Ebook Tops_Reader, “Well organized and written cookbook. Author Gia Scott has written an
organized cookbook that's well-written too. She covers such topics as:Why use poverty recipes?
Calculating costMenusShopping HintsYou will also find a good selection of recipes. Some of
those recipes include:Basic White BreadBeef 'n BeansChicken JambalayaHungarian-Style
ChickenNavajo TacosSwedish Meatballs and RiceApple TacosRaisin Spice CakeThere is an
interactive table of contents making navigation easy.Recommend.Penmouse”

jedi, “Excellent reference .... Excellent reference for anyone struggling to really stretch their food
budget. Simple recipes, simple ingredients, add some fresh or frozen veggies to any of her
menus if you're able to and you'll be set.”

Penny Nabers, “Looks easy too. While not starving, I have have had to make cutbacks on the
one most expensive thing - food. This cookbook offers varied recipes for all three meals plus a
nice selection of desserts. Most of the recipes look fairly easy to prepare and not too time
consuming. In addition to money I never have enough time. Some of the recipes sound similar
to those used during the depression.”

SeaAK, “Cheap ideas, easy recipes!. This is not for an avid dieter or health conscientious
orPerson. However it is great for those on a tight budget, looking for cheap nutrition and simple
homemade meals.”

Wendell, “Just what I was looking for. It has good low cost cLassic recipes. It has many of the
recipes I used when I was a college stu. Just what I was looking for. It has good low cost cLassic
recipes.  It has many of the recipes I used when I was a college student on a tight budget.”

GeckoTraveler, “A Good Cookbook for Affordable Meals. If you are looking for basic recipes on a
frugal budget this is a good resource. Nothing fancy but easy recipes that don't require lots of
money, equipment or skill. Heavy on carbs so for a healthier diet add your own fruit and
vegetables to up the nutritional values of these meals.”

A. Scofield, “A good idea. With hard times coming, and we all know they are, this is another book
to have on hand. Even if you do not feel in the grips of the great Depression yet, it will help with
tightening the budget.”

The book by Gia Scott has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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